This paper contributes an efficient numerical approach for optimal control of switched system with time delay via Bezier curves. A simple transformation is first used to map the optimal control problem with varying switching times into a new optimal control problem with fixed switching times. Then, the Bezier curves is used to approximate the optimal control problem a NLP. The NLP could be solved by using known algorithms.
Introduction
A switched system can be explained by numerous modes or state variable descriptions and a switching status that triggers transitions between the modes. Typically, the switching status relies on state or time events and aims to improve the performance of a system. The Switched system has detected many applications, for instance, in air traffic management, manufacturing system, embedded auto controllers and vibration controls (see [2] , [5] , [8] , [10] , [16] , and [20] ).
Switched systems provide a suitable mathematical model for such processes, and their stability analysis is important for both theoretical and practical reasons. Margaliot [21] reviewed a specific approach for stability analysis based on using variational principles to characterize the "most unstable" solution of the switched system. Margaliot [21] also discussed a link between the variational approach and the stability analysis of switched systems using Lie-algebraic considerations. Both approaches required the use of sophisticated tools from many different fields of applied mathematics.
For switched systems with linear component systems, the defect of optimal control switching has absorbed several researchers attention recently. For instance, Egerstedt, et al. [5] presented such an accurate method and algorithm which is able to compute the minimum number of switching for changing from one state to another and Xu, et al. [29] addressed the problem of determining the switched instants.
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Some of the recent sheets on the accurate switching problems make state feedback solution. Assuming a known and finite switching sequence, a state feedback controller was designed by Giua, et al. [13] . The controller based on a numerically constructed switching table that indicates points in the state space where switching should take place. The optimization problem was later generalized by Bemporad, et al. [2] by taking both the switching instants and the switching sequence as decision variables.
Xu, et al. [28] continued their recent study on practical stabilizability of discrete-time (DT) switched systems, and they proved a sufficient condition for  -practical asymptotic stabilizability. On the basis of their approach, they also presented several new sufficient conditions for global  -practical asymptotic stabilizability of such a class of systems. Piecewise polynomial functions are often used to represent the approximated solution in the numerical solution of differential equations, (see [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [15] , [17] , and [26] ). B-splines, due to numerical stability and arbitrary order of accuracy, have become popular tools for solving differential equations (where Bezier form is a special case of B-splines). There are many papers and books deal with the Bezier curves or surface techniques. Harada, and Nakamae [14] , N rnberger, and Zeilfelder [23] used the Bezier control points in approximated data and functions. Zheng, et al. [30] proposed the use of control points of the Bernstein-Bezier form for solving differential equations numerically and also Evrenosoglu, and Somali [6] were used this approach for solving singular perturbed two points boundary value problems. The Bezier curves are used in solving partial differential equations, as well, Wave and Heat equations are solvable in Bezier form, (see [1] , and [19] ). Bezier curves are used for solving dynamical systems, (see [9] ), also the Bezier control points method is used for solving delay differential equation (see [11] ). Some other applications of the Bezier functions and control points are found in [4] , and [25] , that are used in computer aided geometric design and image compression. The use of the Bezier curves for solving nonlinear-quadratic switching control with time delay is a novel idea. Although the method is very easy to use and straightforward, the obtained results are satisfactory (see the numerical result).
We suggest a similar technique which is used in [11] , [12] and [30] for solving nonlinear-quadratic switching control with time delay.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, statement of the problem will be introduced. Problem approximation will be described in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide one numerical example illustrating the accuracy of the presented method. Finally, Section 5 will give a brief conclusion.
Statement of the problem
A switched system composing of following subsystems is considered as:
where N is a positive integer, and 
where
, and ), -177 discrete input, then the overall control input on the system is the pair ) , ( u  . It is maintained that the discriminated factor for a switched system from a general hybrid system is its continuous state which doesn't represent jumps at switching instants. Hence, the computation of continuous inputs becomes favorable via the application of conventional optimal control methods. Now, without loss of generality, the paper is considered the following form 
We assume
functions, which their elements respectively assume to be polynomials defined on
. We need to impose the continuity condition on ) (t x and its first derivative which these constraints are appeared in Section 3.
Without loss of generality just for simplicity, the case of three subsystems is considered in which the
T and 2
T are switching instants which have to be determined) (see [29] ).
Problem (3) 
T y (7)
A new independent time variable  is introduced. Hence, a piecewise linear relationship between t and  is: (3) is converted into following equivalent equations:
Now, the target is to finding 1 y , 2 y and
is to be minimized.
Remark 2.1The equivalent problem (9)- (17) 
Problem approximation
Consider the optimal control of time varying system (9)- (16)  , [1, 2)  and [2, 3] and m ordered vectors from the control points (see [12] ). By substituting (19) in (18), ) ( , ) ( = ) ( (21) One may recall that j r a is an p ordered vector. This approach is called the subdivision scheme (or hrefinement in the finite element literature). 
The optimal control problem is converted into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP), which can be solved by known algorithms. In this paper the MATLAB optimization routine FMINCON is used for solving resulting NLP.
Ghomanjani, et al. [12] shown the convergence of the subdivision scheme as the interval width approaches zero. 
Numerical example
In applying the method, in Example 4.1, the Bezier curves are chosen as piecewise polynomials of degree 3 . 
The graphs of approximated state (.) 
5.Conclusions
The optimal control problem of switched system is considered for a nonlinear system with multiple state and input delays and a quadratic criterion. The originial problem is converted into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP) by applying Bezier control points method, whereas the MATLAB optimization routine FMINCON is used for solving resulting NLP. Numerical example shows that the proposed method is efficient and very easy to use. 
6.2.Appendix
Now, we specify the procedure of derivation (21) from (20) .
by substituting j t t = into (25) and (26) 
